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M
ost companies now operate in an envi-


ronment in which their products, mar-


kets, customers, employees, and


technology are constantly changing. In


such circumstances, the appropriate


organizational form becomes important, and a decen-


tralized organization is very common. The essence of


decentralization is the freedom managers have at vari-


ous levels to make decisions within their sphere of


responsibility. This frequently involves determining a


transfer price system within the company, which has the


potential to become the most important and possibly


the most interesting problem of management control. 


Decentralization can simulate market conditions


within a company between autonomously acting sub-


units—i.e., they reflect competition. Managers in such


subunits or “business units” have different degrees of


autonomy and a range of company decisions for which


they are responsible. The cost center manager is typi-


cally responsible for costs, the profit center manager for


costs and revenues, and the investment center manager


for generating an adequate return on investment. 


Because of the decentralization of decision making,


the role of performance measurement and performance


assessment within these responsibility centers becomes


important. These issues lead to discussion and system-


atic analysis of transfer price functions between seg-


ments.1 Companies often use transfer prices as


substitutes for market prices either because market


prices do not exist or because they do not facilitate


internal trading and the synergies it creates. Even if


synergies exist for internal trade, it is possible that mar-


ket prices may not encourage this to happen. Thus top


management often imposes a transfer price in order to


benefit from these synergies. An added complication,


however, is that sharing the synergistic benefits


between responsibility centers is arbitrary, so the


“correct” transfer price cannot exist. It is obvious that


transfer prices affect the profit reported in each respon-


sibility center, and, more importantly, companies can


use transfer pricing to influence decision making. 


We will look at the functions and different types of


transfer prices and their possible behavioral conse-


quences. The analysis, which is from a managerial point
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of view, argues that neither a single “true” nor a “fair”


price exists, but, rather, the transfer price is conditional


on the decision context. Our article also highlights pos-


sible dysfunctional behavior. We outline some examples


and propose possible solutions that we assess in the


light of behavioral effects, highlighting how complex,


difficult, and insolvable the issue of transfer pricing is in


reality. In order to understand the effects resulting from


asymmetric information and finding suitable transfer


prices, we will first discuss the functions of transfer


prices. 


F U N C T I O N S O F T R A N S F E R P R I C E S


The decentralized organization is a connection of partly


independent business units. An important task for man-


agement is the performance measurement and assess-


ment of these units. This requires, for example, that


the reported profit figure for, say, profit or investment


centers for the relevant period, should be reliable and


trustworthy. Where these business units trade with each


other, the transfer pricing system has the potential to


distort reported profit performance. Therefore, the


internal profit-allocation function and related perfor-


mance measurement of business units are crucial ele-


ments of transfer pricing.


Transfer prices should also influence managerial


decision making because they should provide an incen-


tive to maximize the business units’ profit targets. We


refer to this as the coordination function. If managerial


decisions lead to maximized profits within all the


autonomous business units, then this should also maxi-


mize the total company or, in the following “group,”


profits, ignoring tax and foreign exchange considera-


tions. Business unit managers’ decisions then are identi-


cal to the decisions that the group’s top managers would


make if they had all the necessary information. 


There is a potential conflict between these two func-


tions of transfer prices, namely the profit-allocation


function (reliable and trustworthy prices and, thus,


reported profits) and the coordination function (guiding


behavior of decentralized managers by using the trans-


fer prices). One solution is to reduce the discretion of


subunit managers in setting transfer prices. This


approach, however, partly defeats the original purpose


of decentralization and reduces the validity of assessing


such responsibility units on the basis of reported profit


as it is no longer an aspect for which companies can


hold them directly responsible. 


There are additional functions for transfer prices.


Besides the primary functions of profit allocation and


coordination functions, transfer prices fulfill other tasks,


such as complying with financial reporting regulations


in addition to tax considerations.2 We will not discuss


them here, however. Instead, we will concentrate on


the two primary functions of transfer prices together


with their behavioral consequences, which companies


often do not understand. 


T Y P E S O F T R A N S F E R P R I C E S A N D T H E I R


D E T E R M I N AT I O N


Generally, companies can determine transfer prices


three different ways: market-based transfer prices, cost-


based transfer prices, and negotiated transfer prices.


Although each method provides a different “answer,”


their commonality is that transfer prices represent an


intracompany market mechanism. We will now discuss


each type of transfer price.


Market-Based Transfer Prices


Market-based transfer prices represent market condi-


tions and, therefore, simulate the market-within-the-


company idea. Their advantage is that they support and


implement corporate strategy and allow performance


measurement of responsibility centers using market-


oriented data. A prerequisite for this method is a stan-


dardized, existing market of the product or a substitute.


Companies can determine a market-based transfer price


by comparing current prices if the business unit also


sells to the market. Alternatively, they can obtain trans-


fer prices from the marketplace if a comparable com-


petitive product exists. Problems do occur with this


approach, however, if, for example, a company uses


“marginal prices” in order to use idle capacity. In such


circumstances, the short-term price may not be equiva-


lent to the long-term price. Furthermore, should one


include special discounts? Another major problem with


market-based prices is their trustworthiness, and this


raises questions such as: 


◆ Who submits the information? 


◆ Who decides which suppliers are asked for an offer,
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and how often should the information be requested?


◆ Should there be a “favored” clause for intracompany


trading compared to market suppliers?


Figure 1 shows a case of two responsibility units in


the situation of a perfect market.3 The costs of the busi-


ness units remain unaffected by their decisions whether


to purchase externally in the marketplace or to engage


in intracompany trading. The example shows that


under normal circumstances subunit 1 produces an


intermediate product and can sell it in the market at


$125 or to subunit 2 for an agreed transfer price that the


company will determine. Subunit 2 transforms this into


a final product that it sells on the market at a normal


price of $300. A supplier, however, has offered $240 for


subunit 2’s product, and this subunit has idle capacity to


produce the product.


Managers should base suggested transfer prices on


how well they fulfill the two functions of “profit alloca-


tion” and “coordination.” In this example, the reported


profits of both subunits are reliable and trustworthy


because the company bases them on a transfer price


equal to the market price of the intermediate product


($125). The selling division (subunit 1) always has the


incentive to sell internally because the market-based


transfer prices mirror current market conditions. Equal-


ly, the buying division (subunit 2) does not overpay for


the intermediate product. Table 1 summarizes the deci-


sions and profits of the two subunits. Both subunits


have the incentive to trade internally using market


prices to determine the transfer price and the overall


group benefits accordingly. 


We now adapt this example to case 2, where the pro-


cessing costs of subunit 2 are $120 per unit rather than


$80 (see Figure 2). 


In case 2, subunit 2 still has the incentive to trade


internally, but, with a transfer price of $125, subunit 2


will reject the supplementary offer. Table 2 summarizes


the alternatives. By selling the product to the market,


the market-based transfer price leads to subunit 1’s


profit of $25. In contrast, internal trading would result


in an accounting loss of $5. Subunit 2 will not produce


the final product, so subunit 2 will sell the intermediate


product on the market. This, then, is also the profit-


maximizing decision from the group perspective


because it generates a total profit of $25 ($1252$100)


compared to only $20 ($2402$1002$120) for a supple-


mentary order.


Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the fulfillment of the


profit-allocation function as there is an obvious homoge-


nous market price that can be the transfer price. Addi-


Figure 1: Case 1—A Market-Based Transfer Price 
in a Perfect Market Situation


SUBUNIT 1 SUBUNIT 2Input factors
Intermediate 


product
Final product


Costs: $80
(case 1)


Costs: $100


Market for intermediate
product: p1 = $125


Regular market price
of the final product:


p = $300


Input factors


Table 1: Decisions and Profits of the Subunits in Case 1
CASE PROFIT SUBUNIT 1 DECISION SUBUNIT 1 PROFIT SUBUNIT 2 DECISION SUBUNIT 2 PROFIT GROUP


Case 1 125 2 100 = 25 Produce and sell  240 2 125 2 80 = 35 Buy intermediate product 240 2 100 2 80 = 60
intermediate product and produce and sell 
(to subunit 2) supplementary order


Supplier offer:
Price = $240
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tionally, both subunits make the same decision as


would top centralized management if they possessed all


available information. This is highlighted by the deci-


sion about a one-off supplementary offer for an addi-


tional customer for a price of $240: In case 1, both


subunits independently decide to trade internally, and


top management would approve this in the company


headquarters as the supplementary order increases com-


pany profit by $60. A variation of this, case 2, in which


subunit 2 has production costs of $120, shows that it is


preferable to sell the intermediate product in the mar-


ket. Thus the subunits do not trade with each other


when they use the market-based transfer price. This


decision leads to an overall profit of $25. If interdivi-


sional trading took place at a transfer price of $125, it


would lead to additional group profit of only $20. Thus


this also fulfills the coordination function. Top manage-


ment would have made this decision if they had access


to all the information. 


We can further adapt the previous example. Figure 3


indicates that subunit 1 incurs costs of $100 per unit


when selling internally and costs of $116 when selling


to the market. The incidence of selling and distribution


costs could explain this phenomenon. In case 3, the


production costs of subunit 2 are $120, which are the


same as in case 2, and the necessary intermediate prod-


uct is bought internally from subunit 1. This example


builds on the previous example with one exception: the


existence of synergies, represented by a different cost


situation when subunit 1 sells its product internally or


to the market and when subunit 2 buys internally or


from the market. 


This proves that the market-based transfer price will


not fulfill the profit allocation and the coordination


function when synergies exist. That is to say, the obvi-


ous solution for a transfer price of a decentralized orga-


nization will not work in the real world where synergies


exist. As shown in the example, the two functions are


not fulfilled because neither the “correct” profit can be


reported by the use of the transfer price nor are the


subunit’s decisions in the best interests of the company


as a whole. Yet synergies can be seen as a reason for the


existence of companies because companies then can


produce something better and cheaper, i.e., in principle


favorable to customers. 


Despite the fact that there is an obvious homogenous


market price, the profit-allocation function is not ful-


filled anymore because of synergies represented by the


lower internal costs of subunit 1 when avoiding the use


of the market—i.e., when selling the intermediate prod-


Figure 2: Case 2—A Market-Based Transfer Price 
in a Perfect Market Situation


SUBUNIT 1 SUBUNIT 2Input factors
Intermediate 


product
Final product


Costs: $120
(case 2)


Costs: $100


Market for intermediate
product: p1 = $125


Regular market price
of the final product:


p = $300


Input factors Supplier offer:
price = $240


Table 2: Decisions and Profits of the Subunits in Case 2
CASE PROFIT SUBUNIT 1 DECISION SUBUNIT 1 PROFIT SUBUNIT 2 DECISION SUBUNIT 2 PROFIT GROUP


Case 2 125 2 100 = 25 Produce and sell  240 2 125 2 120 = 25 Decline 125 2 100 = 25
intermediate product supplementary order (for intermediate 
(to market) product only)
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uct to subunit 2 rather than to the market—and by the


additional costs of subunit 2 when utilizing the market.


The synergies, therefore, comprise $16 (subunit 1) and


$15 (subunit), which equals $31, symbolized by


increased cost functions of both business units (e.g., for


higher marketing costs of business unit 1 or higher


quality-control costs of business unit 2). The reporting


of the “correct” profit supposedly shows the correct


division of the synergies, but any division of these


advantages is arbitrary. 


So who should benefit from synergy when subunit 1


produces the intermediate product that it sells to sub-


unit 2, who processes it into the final product sold as


the supplementary order at the price of $240? For


example, at a price of $110 for the intermediate prod-


uct, both subunits end up with a profit of $10 each:


Subunit 1 is $110 2 $100 = $10; subunit 2 is $240 2


$120 2 $110 = $10. Both share the maximum achievable


profit, which equals $20 for an intracompany solution of


the supplementary order versus a profit of $9 when sub-


unit 1 sells the intermediate product to the market and


when the supplementary order is rejected. At that price,


both subunits report a profit, even though the amounts


are arbitrary and not in accordance with the market


price of the intermediate product but $15 lower.


An analysis of the next function, the coordination


function, reveals that the company’s decision is not


identical to the subunits’ decisions: A company can


achieve maximum profit by producing the supplemen-


tary order at a profit of $20 per product. Subunit 1 also


prefers the profit of $25, but subunit 2 rejects this


because of a loss of $5, so the only business consists of


selling the intermediate product to the market with a


combined profit of $9 for subunit 1 and the company.


Because of synergistic effects, the market-based transfer


price in the example is too high for both subunits to


decide to accept the one-time order. A price that would


lead both business units to decide positively about the


order is in the range of $109 and $120. At a price of


$109, subunit 1 earns a contribution margin internally in


the amount of $9, which is identical to the amount it


could earn at the market price. It is the minimum price


it would ask for in case of internal business. At a price


of $120, subunit 2 starts to earn a positive contribution


margin—i.e., it is the maximum price subunit 2 is will-


ing to pay. The rejection of the supplementary order


cuts the possible company profit from $20 to $9, so the


market-based transfer price does not support indepen-


Figure 3: Case 3—A Market-Based Transfer Price 
in an Imperfect Market Situation


SUBUNIT 1 SUBUNIT 2Input factors
Intermediate 


product
Final product


Costs: 
Internal = $120
Market = $135


Costs: 
Internal = $100
Market = $116


Market for intermediate
product: p1 = $125


Input factors Supplier offer:
price = $240


Table 3: Decisions and Profits of the Subunits in Case 3
PROFIT SUBUNIT 1 DECISION SUBUNIT 1 PROFIT SUBUNIT 2 DECISION SUBUNIT 2 PROFIT COMPANY


Intracompany 125 2 100 = 25 Intracompany  240 2 125 2 120 = 25 Reject 240 2 100 2 120 = 20
Market 125 2 116 = 9 preferred 240 2 135 2 125 = 220 supplementary order 125 2 116 = 9
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dent decisions in the company’s best interests.


In summary, the main advantage of market-based


transfer prices is that they are objective and unbiased


measures, although they might fluctuate because of mar-


ket conditions over time. Further, they are difficult to


manipulate. As case 3 shows, market-based transfer


prices perform the profit-allocation function except when


synergies and interdependencies exist. When an imper-


fect market exists, a company may not fulfill the coordi-


nation function. Further questions remain, such as:


◆ What if the market price cannot be determined?


◆ How often are market prices measured?


◆ Will they be based on short-term single-production-


run offers or long-term high-volume offers?


These questions indicate that using market-based


transfer prices presents practical difficulties.


Cost-Based Transfer Prices


Depending on one’s definition of cost, cost-based trans-


fer prices can provide a variety of figures for determin-


ing intracompany trading. Cost-based prices are the


most common type in practice, and they represent an


alternative if a market price does not exist. In account-


ing terms, “cost” can be defined in a variety of ways,


including actual versus budget (or standard); marginal


versus absorbed (full) cost; and whether one uses pure


cost or cost-plus to determine transfer prices. The 


first classification, actual versus standard costs, concerns


the issue of who will take the risk of cost deviations 


and variances. Using actual costs—i.e., ex-post price


determination—transfers the risk associated with cost


deviations to the purchasing subunit. In contrast, stan-


dard costs require the ex-ante determination of the


prices and shift the risk to the supplying subunit.


Marginal versus full cost represents the next category.


Marginal costs fulfill the function of coordination


because the marginal-cost-based transfer price leads to


“optimal” decisions of the purchasing subunits, and the


independence of the subunits remains unchanged. As a


result, the supplying subunit makes an accounting loss


by approximating the fixed costs per unit, assuming lin-


earity of cost behavior. The purchasing subunit regular-


ly earns high profits, and the issue of profit allocation is


unresolved. 


This model, known as the Hirshleifer model, is the


next example: The business units’ decisions are identi-


cal to the decisions of corporate headquarters if head-


quarters had all the information. It supports the


academic logic of management accounting in which


only marginal costs are relevant in the short-term view.


To analyze this point and shed some light on the specif-


ic problems of it, we introduce a new example where


the cost functions of subunits 1 and 2 are simple linear


equations as follows: C1 = 100 + 0.3x and C2 = 30 + x.


The demand curve for the final product is given as: 


p(x) = 31 – 1.2x. Based on profit-maximization theory,


which equates marginal cost with marginal revenue, the


optimal solution is an output of 12,375 units and a loss


of $100 (subunit 1) and $153.77 (subunit 2). Table 4


summarizes profit functions and decisions.


We assumed linear cost functions in the example. In


a modification of the previous example, now we assume


a nonlinear cost function of subunit 1 because this


shows that the described solution of the Hirshleifer


model will not work anymore. The cost function of the


supplying business unit changes to C1 = 100 + 0.3 * x2,


Table 4: Decisions and Profits of the Subunits Based on a
Marginal-Cost-Based Transfer Price with Linear Cost Functions


PROFIT SUBUNIT 1 0.3 • x 2 100 2 0.3 • x = –100


DECISION SUBUNIT 1 Irrelevant, as marginal costs = variable costs and thus profit always = a loss in the amount of the fixed costs 


PROFIT SUBUNIT 2 31 • x  2 1.2 • x2 2 0.3 • x 2 30 2 x = 21.2 • x2 + 29.7 • x 2 30 


DECISION SUBUNIT 2 x opt = 29.7/2.4 = 12.375 (Profitmax = 153.77) 


PROFIT GROUP 31 • x 21.2 • x2 2 100 2 0.3 • x – 30 2 x =  21.2 • x2 + 29.7 • x 2 130 


DECISION GROUP Identical to Subunit 2 (Profitmax = 53.77)  
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and this Hirshleifer model proves that marginal-cost-


based transfer prices, while seemingly supporting the


coordination function, provide an apparent solution.


This is so because the company headquarters has to


announce the transfer price (where TP= $6 (for xopt =


10); profit subunit 1 (2) = 2$70 ($90)). In the case of a


nonlinear cost function, this requires the knowledge of


x, the amounts of product units. Marginal costs of sub-


unit 1 are 0.6 * x; i.e., x remains unknown, and, there-


fore, xoptimum must be known to determine xoptimum,


and, with it, a circularity problem exists, and headquar-


ters can find a solution by announcing the transfer price


after determining xoptimum. In other words, only an


apparent solution is found because independent sub-


units are not independent anymore as headquarters


must know x and use it for presenting the transfer


price. This problem is only linked to nonlinear cost


functions. Therefore, the example started with a linear


cost function C1, and we then modified it to a nonlinear


function to illustrate the unsuitability of transfer prices


based on marginal costs.


Another problem is that profit allocation is not per-


formed because there is an arbitrary split of the profits


between the business units that typically favors the pur-


chasing business units. 


Table 5 shows the profits of both subunits, summa-


rizes their decisions, and represents the subunits’ deci-


sions (decentralized decisions) in comparison to the


company’s perspective as a whole (centralized decision).


The decisions are identical in each case (xopt=10). 


In regard to behavioral effects, two problems become


obvious: First, from the viewpoint of the supplying


business unit, the unit probably will end up with a loss.


The loss in the previous example is $70. Understanding


Table 5: Decisions and Profits of the Subunits 
Based on a Marginal-Cost-Based Transfer Price 


with Nonlinear Cost Functions


PROFIT SUBUNIT 1 TP • x 2 100 2 0.3 • x2


DECISION SUBUNIT 1 Because of nonlinear cost function, headquarters has to set transfer price at 0.6 x (knowing x!): 


TP=6 (Profit = 270) xopt = 10 


PROFIT SUBUNIT 2 31 • x 2 1.2 • x2 2 6 • x 2 30 2 x = 21.2 • x2 + 24 • x 2 30 


DECISION SUBUNIT 2 xopt = 24/10 = 10 (Profitmax = 90) 


PROFIT COMPANY 31 • x 2 1.2 • x2 2 100 2 0.3 • x2 2 30 2 x = 21.5 • x2 + 30 • x 2 130 


DECISION COMPANY xopt = 10 (Profitmax = 20)


Figure 4: Case 4—A Marginal-Cost-Based Transfer Price 
with Nonlinear Cost Function


SUBUNIT 1 SUBUNIT 2Input factors
Intermediate 


product
Final product


Market price of final
product:


p(x) = 31 – 1.2 • x


Costs: 
C2 = 30 + x


Costs: 
C1 = 100 + 0.3 • x2


Input factors
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the procedure, the subunit can gain advantages by


reporting a distorted cost function by, for instance,


increasing the reported variable costs that lead to higher


marginal costs and, thus, transfer price. In this example,


the distortion to a cost function of C1= 100 + 0.4 * x2


changes the company’s and business units’ decisions


and reduces the loss from $70 to $64.84 (TP=$7.50, xopt.
= 9.375). The total company profit falls by about 47%


from $20 to $10.63 (by 88% for C1= 100 + 0.5 * x2, etc.).


Second, from the viewpoint of the purchasing business


unit, understanding the procedure changes the unit’s


profit function because the business unit realizes that


the transfer price is not independent of the amount of


products. The transfer price is a function of x and there-


fore maximizes the following profit function using the


initial cost function: C1= 100 + 0.3 * x2: Profit2 = p(x) x


– TP(x)  x – K2(x) = (31 – 1.2x) x – 0.6x2 – 30 – x. As a


result, a different optimum amount of units produced


arises and is not consistent with the initial solution (x =


8.33 versus x = 10). The profit of subunit 2 rises from


$90 to $95, exemplifying the dysfunctional incentive.


Marginal-cost-based transfer prices cause other dys-


functional behavior. The supplying business unit has an


incentive for untruthful reporting and, in general, to


qualify the highest possible portion of the costs as being


variable. Further, supplying business units will oppose


investments that will lead to smaller variable and higher


fixed costs, known in literature as the hold-up problem


of investments.4


This example shows that the theoretical view of


solutions—the optimum achieved by applying marginal


costs—may not work in company practice because of


other considerations, such as behavioral effects. Theory,


however, does provide insights for issues highly rele-


vant in practice.


In summary, using marginal-cost-based transfer prices


leads to the central optimum in the short-term view,


i.e., the fulfillment of the coordination function. This


may only be an apparent solution and does not work in


the case of nonlinear cost functions. The profit-allocation


function is not fulfilled, and the supplying business unit


usually ends up with a loss. This might be overcome by


multitier schemes we will describe.


The capacity limit of the marginal costs is the point


that includes opportunity costs. Opportunity costs


increase with higher volume, and, in principle, this


leads to an approximation toward the market-based


transfer prices.


As an alternative to marginal costs, companies can


use fully absorbed cost-based transfer prices. The basic


idea is that the supplying subunit should be able to


meet all of its costs and should not incur an accounting


loss on the internal transaction. Certain variations of


costs exist, such as using production costs or, alterna-


tively, total costs to include a portion of selling, distribu-


tion, and administrative overheads. 


A major problem of this type of transfer price is the


distortion of the group’s cost structure. The reason is we


can regard the transfer price from the viewpoint of the


purchasing unit, and it regards the transfer price as a


variable cost even though it includes an element of


fixed cost. Therefore, decisions made seemingly on


variable cost actually include fixed-cost portions, and


this distortion leads to suboptimal decisions. The prob-


lem that full cost includes irrelevant parts for short-term


decisions highlights the problem that the allocation of


fixed overhead costs is always arbitrary. The distortion


intensifies if we use cost-plus transfer prices that


include a surcharge, such as a percentage of full costs,


the required return on capital employed (ROCE), or


the return on investment (ROI).


A step toward a solution may be the multitier transfer


price. Figure 5 shows a two-tier scheme: a single period-


ic amount for reserving capacity as an equivalent to the


fixed costs this capacity level causes and current prod-


ucts the company will buy at marginal (variable) costs.


Effects arising from this two-tier scheme are that the
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Figure 5: Multitier Transfer Price
(Two-Tier Scheme)
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supplying subunit is reimbursed for its full costs and


can possibly even earn a profit and that the periodic


payment does not affect short-term decisions about


single product orders that are made based solely on


marginal costs. The two-tier scheme achieves the


coordination function. Yet problems arise for capacity


planning because several questions come up, 


such as:


◆ What happens with idle capacity?


◆ What type of fixed costs will we use to determine


the single payment—actual capacity use (known ex-


post only), former average capacity use, or reported


planned capacity use? 


◆ When will the payment be renegotiated—periodically


or when the capacity is adjusted?


Another version of a cost-based transfer price is a


dual transfer price. Its main idea is that two different


transfer prices will be used—one for the supplying unit


and another for the purchasing subunit. The example in


Figure 6 suggests that the supplying subunit receives


the average net margin of the purchasing subunit and


that the purchasing subunit pays only the average full


costs of the supplying subunit. As a result, the head


office subsidizes the supplying subunit.


One effect of negotiated transfer prices is that the


subunits’ profits and the company’s profits become iden-


tical. Therefore, the transfer prices fulfill the coordina-


tion function because the subunits maximize identical


profit functions and will come to identical decisions, the


decisions that headquarters would also come to if it had


all the necessary information. The following example


illustrates this with the data from Figure 6.


Through maximizing the total profit, the central solu-


tion leads to an output volume of 10 units and a profit


of $20. The transfer price, TP1, as the sales price of the


supplying subunit, is deducted from the average net


margin of the purchasing subunit, and, in the example,


TP1 is: 21.2x + 30 – 30/x. The maximized profit, P1, is


identical to the company’s total profit and, therefore,


leads to an identical decision about units produced and


sold. The transfer price, TP2, as the average full cost of


the supplying subunit in this example, is 0.3x + 100/x,


and the profit function, P2, is also identical to the previ-


ous profit functions, as are the decisions.


This procedure is characterized by a subsidization of


the supplying subunit. Because of increased subsidiza-


tion, an untruthful reporting of cost functions can be


beneficial to all subunits, provided that a collusive


agreement between the subunits on combined “distort-


ed” cost functions is made. In other words, the untruth-


fully reported cost functions relate to each other, with


both subunits calculating identical unit numbers pro-


duced and sold.


In summary, several problems arise with the dual


transfer prices. The subunits’ profits appear to be too


high because headquarters subsidizes them. There is a


strong incentive to do internal business because head-


quarters pays a subsidy to each unit to increase the sub-


unit’s profits. Both subunits report the same profit,


which means the profit-allocation function is not


achieved. Besides that, in general there is low accept-


ability because it is not obvious what the “real” or “cor-


rect” transfer price is. This type of transfer price


involves a number of organizational efforts.


Figure 6: Suggestions for Dual Transfer Prices
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Negotiated Transfer Prices


Finally, one can determine transfer prices by way of


negotiation. Negotiated transfer prices simulate the


“market within the company.” These prices can be


determined in a situation that is characterized by highly


autonomous and independent subunits. It implies that


responsible managers have the option to refuse internal


“business,” and the process is similar to negotiations


with regular customers. Headquarters can have differ-


ent ways of influencing decisions, such as requiring


approval, having the right to reject, having veto rights,


and establishing procedural rules. 


As a result, it is difficult to assess whether negotiated


transfer prices fulfill the coordination and/or profit-


allocation function because they depend on the negoti-


ating power and negotiating skills of the individuals


involved. Results of negotiations, which top manage-


ment can influence, depend on the alternatives avail-


able. If no market prices exist, it is especially


challenging to find a workable way.5 Negotiations can


be time-consuming and may lead to intracompany con-


flicts. Based on alternatives, these negotiated transfer


prices typically fluctuate between marginal cost and


market prices. Therefore, they will not generally fulfill


the primary functions of transfer prices. 


F U R T H E R T H O U G H T S


Decentralized organizations, such as those made up of a


number of independent profit centers designed to


improve the entrepreneurial conduct of managers, lead


to increased motivation and better decision making.


This leads to a consideration of transfer pricing. We


argue, however, that there is no such thing as an ideal


solution for transfer prices, nor even a “correct” or


“fair” transfer price, as long as a perfect market condi-


tion applies. 


How should management accountants deal with this


issue if none of the characteristics exists? We argue that


the main point is to see that, despite company practices,


demand is high for it, and there cannot be one solution


for a transfer price system. So it is essential to under-


stand that different functions require different, even


contradictory, transfer prices. 


To determine a transfer price type, a company must


consider the primary functions, namely profit allocation


and coordination. Depending on the prioritized role,


companies prefer certain transfer price types. Yet the


possible dysfunctional behavioral effects arising from


the transfer prices indicate how complex, difficult, and


insolvable the issue of transfer pricing is in reality. Typi-


cally, a theoretical view presents a clear solution as a


suggestion to practice; here it does not. This might be


confusing, but it also shows how highly relevant the


theoretical reasoning can be. At least with the perspec-


tive on prioritized functions, we showed some solutions,


including the dangers that arise from including behav-


ioral effects. ■
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E N D N OT E S
1 Transfer prices have received a great deal of attention at all


times, and research on them goes back to the 1950s. See Jack
Hirshleifer, “On the Economics of Transfer Pricing,” The
Journal of Business, January 1956, pp. 172-184, and “Econom-
ics of the Divisionalized Firm,” The Journal of Business,
January 1957, pp. 96-108. Also see Paul W. Cook, “Decentral-
ization and the Transfer-Price Problem,” The Journal of Busi-
ness, January 1955, pp. 87-94, and Williard E. Stone,
“Intracompany Pricing,” The Accounting Review, October 1956,
pp. 625-627. Eugen Schmalenbach, one of the founding
researchers of management accounting in Germany, started
his research as early as 1903.


2 For information on tax objectives, see, for example, Tim
Baldenius, Nahum D. Melumad, and Stefan Reichelstein,
“Integrating Managerial and Tax Objectives in Transfer Pric-
ing,” The Accounting Review, July 2004, pp. 591-615.


3 Examples are adapted from Ralf Ewert, Alfred Wagenhofer,
and Peter Schuster, Management Accounting, Springer-Verlag,
Berlin, Germany, 2010.


4 Regina M. Anctil and Sunil Dutta, “Negotiated Transfer Pric-
ing and Divisional vs. Firm-Wide Performance Evaluation,”
The Accounting Review, January 1999, pp. 87-104.


5 For a suggestion in this situation in the form of a “Renegotiate-
Any-Time” system, see Joseph M. Cheng, “A Breakthrough in
Transfer Prices: The Renegotiate-Any-Time System,” Manage-
ment Accounting Quarterly, Winter 2002, pp. 1-8.
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